
VIRTUAL
QUIZ



NAME
THAT
BAND











GENERAL 
KNOWLEDGE



What is the meaning of
the cockney rhyming
phrase ‘Bubble Bath’

Laugh, Path or Hearth?



Who famously shouted ‘let’s
be ‘aving ya!’ into the public
address system during half

time at Norwich v
Manchester City in 2005?



Name the 5th planet
from the sun in our

solar system



What are the
three primary

colours?



In Greek Mythology
who flew too close to

the sun and melted the
wax in his wings?



Which bird is known
as the Gardener's

Friend?



What animal is
Bullseye in the ‘Toy

Story’ films?



Who is depicted on
the reverse of the

new polymer Bank of
England £20 note?



MUSIC



Which 60s festival
used the tagline,

'three days of peace,
love and music'?



Finish this famous
Lyric, ‘I can call you

Betty, and Betty when
you call me, _ _ _ _ _’



Which Sheffield band
is fronted by lead

singer, Alex Turner?



In 1971, Olivia Newton John
released her album, ‘If

Not For You’, but who was
the original songwriter of

the hit title track?



Who wrote and
performed the 2020
James Bond theme,

'No time to die'?



Which famous band
were first called 

‘The Blackjacks’ then
‘The Quarrymen’?



He broke his leg on stage
in 2015 and is known as

‘the nicest man in Rock’.
Who is he?



What is the former
name of the recording

artist Yusuf Islam?



GAMING



What is the name of
Mario’s green hat
wearing brother?



Wild World, Let's Go To
The City, New Leaf and

New Horizons are games
in which series?



What is the name of the
main protagonist in the

popular game series
‘The Legend of Zelda’?



Which gaming
company made the

‘Gamecube’?



Finish this sequence, 
Blinky, Pinky, Inky...



How many different
shapes of four

connected blocks are
there in Tetris?



The word 'Pokemon' is
generally understood

to be short term for
which phrase? 



Which arcade game are
you playing if you are
directing a frog across

a busy road?



NAME
THAT
BAND











HISTORY



What year did the
Second World War

end?



What was the last state
to join the United

States of America?



Which Volcano caused
the destruction of

Pompeii?



Who killed Alexander
Hamilton in New

Jersey?



Which famous artist
also invented the

scissors?



What year was the
battle of Hastings?



Who was the first
woman to fly solo

across the Atlantic?



Parker and Barrow are
the surnames of which

infamous couple?



TV AND
FILM



What are the names of
Ross and Monica

Geller's Parents in the
sitcom, 'Friends'?



What is the name of
Postman Pat's pet

cat?



By which nickname is
fictional character ‘Jeff

Lebowski’ better
known?



Robert De Niro plays
Travis Bickle in

which 70s movie?



Which is the only Dwarf
that never speaks in
Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs?



What is the name of
the paper company in
the US version of the
sitcom, 'The Office'?



'Serenity' is the
Spacecraft that appears
in which cancelled early

2000s TV series?



In the Marvel Movies,
what is the name of

Thor's brother?



WHO'S
SMILE?



















Thank You!


